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Tom Sachs the love of any familiar artists themselves improvisation, which is referred to as the "Bricolage": impromptu together to
create material on hand, before we have enjoyed his NIKECraft space series, this time he launched a new design of the Wingtip
Mission Control Shoes Cole and the new three party joint Haan and Nike, this shoe body with black carved leather as raw material,
the leather shoes on collocation thick heel, overall is the national style of casual shoes, but carefully view the back part of the shoe
body and a black carved Swoosh, and tongue on white collocation NIKE brand label, let us see the details the special design of out of
the ordinary. 
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here we have to understand the full name of this pair of shoes Lebron 9 PS Elite Lebron series PS Version (playoff version) the
season is launched, but this is somewhat different, because in accordance with their foreign counterparts, this double to sell $250,
according to Lebron 9 in the domestic price of view, this is not double dark playoff to sell to more than 2000? This makes the Air
Jordan XVII tin too much to handle? Moreover, if the heat to make the playoffs, the $250 before this is not completely screw up? 

with James in NBA is becoming more and more high, his Lebron series price is rising, the new Lebron 9 in the domestic monopoly
price has come to $1599, it was unthinkable a few years ago, do not know if Nike is going to get James on the altar, the top official
position of Air Jordan to let it out. 

Zoom Generation from James's shoes in bottom part didn't believe what "twists and turns" inside the forum and I like a lot of emperor
suspected adult "is not a good arch should be, but the Lebron 9 will be completely in the bottom before and after opening, the arch of
the foot position I have been surprised arched, not small, that NBA has not started, the whole level of PS version of the outcrop.
Regardless of how PS Lebron 9 Elite price, this pair of shoes configuration is very watchable, vamp uses a combination of Fuse and
the next generation of fly line integrated design, can be seen from the chart of Fuse and line two line will fly like a vamp firmly wrapped
inside very clearly. With the Lebron 9 in the corresponding bottom cushioning is used as the Air Max 180 Zoom Air and the front is
not surprising, but the bottom are made of Phylon material instead of Lunalon material can not let people think too much. But the
gorgeous outfield and the carbon plate at the foot of the arch, or at least the TPU tray, are the most incomprehensible. Is that the
bottom of the $250? Let's wait and see. 
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